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Through eight messages The Committee has addressed: 

• The Pursuit of Good, The Avoidance of Bad 

• The Future 

• Ideas and Beliefs 

• Thoughts & Power 

• War 

• Imagery, Truth & Deception 

• The Future 

• Current Events 

 

They speak to us now about free will.  

 

"Free will means unrestricted by pecuniary cost, no financial outlay. Where and when, for these 

are the same thing, because time is location, money or something exchangeable humans would 

call money, is not required for a thing to be free. It also means in the human language of English, 

to be unrestricted. Money is thus a restriction. Is the use of money the lifting of a restriction? 

Yes, as far as many human things are involved, things humans create. 

 

 We suggest it is better to say simply will. The will, desire, want or urge to act. This is why you 

"will" do something, because you exercise your will. In many human languages, the future is 

spoken expressed by adding an upturned sound to a verb, because this reflects what will be done. 

An uplifting of activity, a rise or an increase. 

 

 Twice have we addressed the future, now we shall repeat what have we explained long ago on 

these pages, that time is location for humans aboard Earth. Incarnated on your planet, you must 

allow time to elapse when you move location. Your Earth moves constantly and steadily, what 

watches and clocks attempt to track or match. Such devices are location pointers. 

 

 The future is an exercise in location seeking. If you would like a certain thing to happen, the 

fastest way to see it realized, is to visualize the place, spot & location where the thing will take 

its place. If you do not immediately know where the future you want shall or "will" happen, this 

means you have the will to choose the place. This will has a low price, and your imagination of 

it, costs nothing but brainwaves. 

 

*    *    *    *    *    *    * 

 

Talk of uncertainty abounds now across humanity, permeating all mankind. Separate this from 

the existence of uncertainty, which is but the normal state of affairs. Uncertainty is but another 

way to say our will, your will and that of all souls, is front and center. Uncertainty is changed 

with location. Attempting to remain in place, not to change location, is a simple way to change 

location with unaware effort. Earth moves always, so everything on Earth does also. Uncertainty 

becomes certain. Locations change, time passes to measure the distance of change. 

 

If you wish a higher certainty of an outcome or result you prefer, visualization reaches it.  

 

 



Eyesight is not required, as any blind human can explain. 

 

Everything visualized as bad, was wanted by someone else, much as others did or do not want it. 

Visualization among humans works like an election, where all votes count for the same effect. 

Nobody knew of the school attack in Texas recently, so the visualization of the attacker easily 

outweighed the will to prevent it. Nearly zero will to dissuade, or to prevent the attack, applied. 

If enough people, local to the area or halfway across Earth, had visualized all schools safe that 

day, no attack would have happened.  

 

The attacker might have selected another target, but the answer to the nearly endless list of 

targets is for humans to visualize no targets, no anger and no attacks. Only peace and good will 

between people.  

 

Some of you and many a human reading these words will think what we say is simplistic, even 

naïve. It is, by human standards which do not consider what we suggest.  

 

In the greater realm of your soul, all things operate this way. Violence does not exist. It is not the 

will of a majority, so it cannot reach beyond a group where the majority chooses it. 

 

Human will is the human way to reach all things humans have. Look around Earth at all things 

humans have. Human will has brought them about, all the things physical, mental and spiritual 

which reach, touch and affect all humans.  

 

Human will is financially free. It is unrestricted. It has an opportunity cost, however. Human will 

costs a human her or his thoughts of other imaginings. Your existence in the watch & clock 

environment of locations, it limits your thinking, but such limits are vastly different, thus unique, 

to each of you. Every thought displaces an alternative. Strung together, thoughts carry you 

forward until the mental re-set of sleep arrives. Your will allows many choices along the path of 

thoughts. 

 

What outcomes do you want? Where should they happen? Will yourself towards them.   

 

Be well one and all. Do return soon."  

 

 


